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With the fast expansion and growth in 2012, the Arizona Team predicts more expansion and 

growth in 2013. The Arizona Team also predicts continuous contributions with charitable 

organizations. Their goal is to nearly double in size and take on more clients. 

The Arizona Team has a strong belief in a company culture that demonstrates the ability to both 

work and play hard. Promoting a team environment where teamwork is imperative inside and 

outside the office has been a key component to their past success. This motto will also allow the 

Arizona Team to surpass goals set for 2013.  

During the last quarter of 2012, the Arizona Team acquired a new element and service for their 

client. With this new element in place for their client they are excited to pave another successful 

path. With their proven track record and over a decade of experience in place, the sky is the 

limit. 

The Arizona Team is dedicated to helping their employees consistently grow personally and 

professionally. Mentorships that are given to every team member and relationships that are built 

amongst employees create a synergy that is used to help others in business and in the 

community. 

Organically and consistently growing their employees has, and continues to be, a huge 

contributing factor to the results the Arizona Team gives brings their clients. Recognition, 

positive re-enforcement, in-office healthy competitions and exiting incentives are big pillars in 

achieving employee growth inside and outside the office.  

The involvement in the community and charitable events that the Arizona Team has previously 

participated in has truly shaped the character of the company and the team members. They plan 

to have many more in place for 2013 and are genuinely looking forward to each employee 

getting the experience to better the community outside the office walls. 

Beyond the office perimeters presents a plethora of activities for the employees of the Arizona 

Team to take part in together. Travel opportunities, professional and collegiate sporting events, 

Spartan Sprint and Tough Mudder obstacle races, the Phoenix Open, and weekend get-a-ways 

are just a few of the outgoings scheduled for this upcoming year.  

 


